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Based on the introduction of the domestic and foreign scholars’ research of 
teaching materials difficulty, texts difficulty, compositions difficulty and so on, this 
thesis, in view of the current difficulty research of language materials is mostly based 
on macroscopic measuring way and lacking research in microscopic way, such as 
sentences difficulty---a basic part of texts, discuss the factors which would produce an 
effect on sentences understanding and analyze the feasibility of quantitative analysis 
by the use of them.   
By taking advantage of Chinese textbooks for foreigners, domestic primary 
school textbooks and corpora (language materials) of newspapers, two sets of 
questionnaires about assessment difficulty of sentences had been made by taking into 
account concerned factors related sentences understanding from three aspects， the 
character, the word phrase and the grammar. The objects of testing are students of 
Xiamen University Overseas Education Institute whose Chinese proficiency are at 
primary or intermediate level and some domestic elementary school students in grade 
five. By the contrast analysis of questionnaires’ results, finds that the idioms and the 
folk adages are the common difficulties between the two groups while the two have 
many differences in understanding people’s names, place names, complement and so 
on. Besides, the number of words on the third lever or the forth level has much 
relationship with the difficulty levels of sentences. Generally speaking, the sentence 
which has more than 2 words which of the third level or the forth level could be 
accepted as difficult sentence basically. Afterwards, according to the analysis of the 
questionnaires’ results, drafts a difficulty formula suit for computer operating. By 
taking advantage of the formula, the author has manufactured a set of software for 
measuring sentence difficulty and hope for providing certain reference function for 
the quantitative investigation and automatic measuring sentences difficulty. 
Finally, the article states the weak points of the paper and the author’s further 
research. 
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发现 T 单位的长短和文体大有关系。论说文(argument)中的 T 单位最长，然后依
次是说明文(exposition)、记叙文(narration)和描写文(description)。那么，T 单位的
长短当然也其实体现了句子的长短。 
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